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sion, renders American law both reactive and slow to react. As a re-
sult, by the time U.S. regulators seek to challenge an envelope-pushing
practice, interest groups supporting the practice have developed, social
norms have adjusted to the practice, and a great deal of the sensitive
information at issue has already been disclosed by consumers.

Part IV examines the National Do Not Call Registry, a rare case in
which U.S. regulators were able to combat a substantial privacy harm
despite these structural and interest-group dynamics. The fact that
the Registry took more than a decade to be implemented, 
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who had already seduced a family servant to obtain information about
Onassis's movements and had physically endangered the Onassis/
Kennedy family on multiple occasions." She claimed no right to pre-
vent paparazzi who had not yet targeted her from coming near her.12

Pamela Anderson was able 
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The divergent laws are likely a function of existing celebrities being
overwhelmingly concentrated in California, and those celebrities exert-
ing their political clout in that state via organized interest groups. To
be sure, the media 
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In other respects, information privacy protections may have pro-
gressive propensities. While economists tend to focus on price discrim-
ination, service discrimination is an important analogue. Service dis-
crimination references the quality of treatment a potential buyer gets
when patronizing a commercial establishment. Salespeople may treat
well-dressed 
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approach to data privacy is sectoral and reactive. The European ap-
proach is comprehensive and proactive. When a new technology or
practice 
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a populist populace. The extant writing casts privacy battles as fights
between consumers who uniformly benefit from privacy protections
and producers who 
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People who have little concern for their own privacy are unlikely to
become privacy scholars. Recall that the 
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